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Dear Governor Quinn, Sheila Briggs

Barbara DeConcini
Thank you for acting as the voice of reason and as a model of leadership for Catholic Daniel A. Dombrowksi

public servants in light of the recent statements by the Illinois Catholic hierarchy. I know
Susan Farrell

all too well how very troubling it can be to be attacked and maligned for the
Cheryl A. Francisconi, Secretary

motivations that we bring to our work. It is even more personally jarring when those
attacks come from leaders in our church’s hierarchy. Disagreements on complex social Ofelia Garcia

policy issues are difficult enough without personal attacks such as those aimed at you Eileen Moran, Treasurer

by Cardinal George and the bishops of Illinois. Marysa Navarro-Aranguren

Rosemary Radford Ruether, Emeritc

In their outcry against you and your dedication to all women’s access to healthcare, the
bishops have acted without due respect for our faith’s teachings on the primacy of INTERNATIONAL

individual conscience and against the beliefs of the majority of the more than 446,000 PARTN ERS
CatOlicas par el DerechoCatholics fl Illinois, as well as those of the more than 68 million Catholics in the United a Decidir

States. Cardaba, Argentina

CatOlicas par el Derecho

As Catholics, and in the social justice commitment that is central to our faith, we believe, a Decid~en Bolivia

as you described, that it is important to support those who work for the common good a aZ,
Catahcas pelo Direito

of the community at large. Compassion for rape victims and access to reproductive deDecidir

healthcare services for all women certainly reflect that commitment to the common SOoPauIa,Brasil

good. Catholics for Choice Canada
Toronto, Canada

Your comments articulated another belief central to our faith that one has the right to CatólicaspareiDerecho

follow one’s conscience in all matters of moral decision making. This respect for
individual conscience extends to policymakers and other public leaders, who have both

Catohcas par el Derecha
an obligation to serve each of their constituents—not simply those shouting the a Decidir en Colombia

loudest and a right to form their decisions by following their own conscience. Bagatd,Calambia

CatOlicas par el Derecha

Indeed, Catholics value a distinct separation between religion and government and a DecidirSan Salvador, El Salvador
strongly disagree with the vitriol and lack of compassion employed by the hierarchy in

CatOhcas par el Derecho
recent debates surrounding marriage equality, abortion and other issues of sexual and a Decidiren Espana

reproductive rights. Catholic voters consult their own conscience when choosing Madrid, Espana

which candidates to support only eight percent of Catholics believe that the views of Catholics forChoice Europe

the US bishops are “very important” in deciding how to vote. We know, as do you, that Dubl,n,lreland

Catholic support for reproductive healthcare services, including abortion, is not only Católicas parel Derecho

“reconcilable” with but supported by the central tenets of our shared faith. ~

CatOlicas par el Derecho
a Decidir
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Thank you, Governor, for advocating for the rights of all Illinois residents to live according to their individual
beliefs, not those of one particular ideology. Thank you for acting as a model for Catholic public servants
and for shedding light when those who attack you would only bring heat. The agenda of those who attack
Catholic public servants is clearly to silence those who believe that the truth matters and it is speaking out
from a place of conscience, as you have, that will cause these intimidation techniques to fail.

We, your fellow Catholics, stand with you and thank you for standing up for all those whose voices might
otherwise be drowned out by the bishops.

SincereIVI<~

ion O’Brien
President


